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FOREWORD

During the PD/3 exploratory phase, a number of subjects were identified as potential
study topics, either of a technical , or operational nature. On the basis of this list of
topics, it was decided to include in PD/3 an initial phase of clarification projects aiming
at :
• providing an incremental development process leading to large-scale

demonstrations;
• clarifying the PD/3 Operational Philosophy and the definition of the final

demonstrations scenario;
• validating partial options or concepts before integration into the large-scale

demonstrations.

Each project was defined and costs estimated. Considering the limited resources and
time available, this programme was tailored  to an achievable number of clarification
objectives, focusing on operational aspects, with one objective performed by each
core PD/3 establishment. This led to initiating  three Internal Operational Clarification
Projects (IOCPs) :

• the  “Multi-Sector Planning Procedures”  IOCP at the EEC
• the  “Human Centred Approach” IOCP at the CENA
• the “ETMA/En-Route Interface” IOCP at the NLR

The programme of IOCPs was initially planned to take place during 1995 and 1996
but was later extended into 1997 to take into account its linkage with major platform
developments for the final demonstration. At the end of PD/1 it became apparent that
the planned participation of NATS in PD/3 could best be performed by means of an
additional IOCP (entitled “PD/1 Follow-up”), expanding the research into the PD/1
results.

The full programme of IOCPs was successfully completed in April 1997, each of the
studies being associated with the publication of separate PHARE  Study Reports
indicating the findings and recommendations in view of refining the Operational
Scenarios of PD/3 as well as the  final set-up of the Demonstrations
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GLOSSARY

Term Definition

Control Authority The exclusive authority of executive control on a flight.
The TC of the current sector has “control authority” and
he has also exclusive control of R/T communication with
the pilot.

De-complexify traffic Reduce the complexity of a traffic situation by assessing
factors such as traffic density,  number and type of
conflicts, airspace configuration, type of traffic.

De-conflict traffic Interact with aircraft that will be in conflict to resolve the
conflict. This term is used to refer to the more tactical
task of solving individual conflicts.

Ground Extrapolated Trajectory A trajectory created using the ground trajectory
predictor, which has not been remodelled using the
aircraft trajectory predictor.

Multi-Sector Planning An activity whereby a Planning Controller (or Tool) is
capable of 'seeing' a collection of sectors, rather than
being limited to one individual sector.

MSP Optimisation Interact with an aircraft to provide for a more efficient
flight. This may mean allocation of a better flight level,
better routing or change of other parameters. It is
possible that an optimisation could be applied to a
single aircraft or to a group.

Offset Route A route parallel to the original route extending from a
specific start point to either a specified end point or until
the destination (or commencement of the final arrival
procedure).

Planning Authority The exclusive authority of planning on a flight within a
certain geographical region, (i.e. a sector or an area)
extending for a specified period of time.

Sector Balancing Management of traffic to resolve an imbalance of
workload between adjacent sectors by redirection of
certain flights from the higher loaded sector to the lesser
loaded sector.

Waypoint A named geographical position, unique only when
associated with the latitude and longitude.
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SUMMARY

The aim of IOCP Step 1B of the Eurocontrol Experimental Centre PHARE IOCP
programme was to provide clarification to the PD/3 HMI Design Team regarding the
functionality of an En-route Multi Sector Planning Controller (MSP).

• The experiment was performed over a two week period; the first week was training
and the second week measurement exercises.

• The six controller participants were drawn from Sweden, Ireland, France and
Hungary. Five of the six participants had attended the IOCP Step 1A experiment in
October 1996. Strict adherence to local sector procedures was not emphasised.

• Five control positions were simulated. An MSP position having responsibility for the
MSP area (two sectors combined), two Planning/Tactical positions within the MSP
area and two external sectors feeding traffic into the MSP area. The provision of an
internal separate tactical position was considered, but eventually not simulated due
to technical limitations.

• IOCP Step 1B showed that:
 

◊ the effect of the MSP actions appeared beneficial.

◊ the MSP was not able to maintain a mental picture of the complete traffic
situation.

◊ the use of current route structure caused inconsistencies in the working
method and provoked extra system interaction.

◊ an acceptable MSP working methodology requires further development.

◊ the Tactical Load Smoother and the Look Ahead Display require further
integration.

◊ an improved GHMI to support MSP actions requires further investigation.

◊ controller training and preparation remain a key factor.

• IOCP Step 1B was the final experiment in the clarification series performed at the
Eurocontrol Experimental Centre.
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1. THE “MSP” IOCP

1.1 INTRODUCTION

PHARE Demonstration 3 (PD/3) is the final validation programme of the PHARE
(Programme for Harmonised ATM Research in Eurocontrol) partners, hosted by,
Eurocontrol Experimental Centre at Brétigny, NLR and CENA.

The Eurocontrol Experimental Centre (EEC) was responsible for an Internal
Operational Clarification Project (IOCP) within the PD/3 programme. This was ‘En-
Route Multi Sector Planning Procedures’ designed to evaluate the concept of a Multi
Sector Planning environment.

1.2 THE CONCEPT

The Multi Sector planning Concept is proposed as a means of increasing airspace
capacity.  Air traffic congestion does not occur evenly throughout a system, but
appears as isolated complexity zones, in different sectors at different times. These
‘areas of complex traffic’ put extra demand on Air Traffic Controllers and their
systems, resulting in impeded traffic flows and flight restrictions.

ATFM (Air Traffic Flow Management) provides a strategic planning service several
hours before the aircraft enters a sector, where tactical controllers are operating only
a few minutes ahead of the aircraft conflictions. The role of a Multi Sector Planner is
to offer medium term strategic rather than tactical solutions to overcome traffic
complexity. Aircraft trajectories shall be planned over several sectors. The aim is to
reduce the workload of sector controllers and provide an improved traffic flow.

A pre-requisite for the introduction of a Multi Sector Planner function is a means to
identify future traffic complexity. Once identified a method for preparing a revised
traffic plan which eliminates or reduces the complexity areas must be provided and
thirdly a means for delivery of the plan is required.

2. EVALUATION ACTIVITY

2.1 OBJECTIVES

2.1.1 PD/3 Objectives

The aim of the PD/3 demonstrations is to demonstrate advanced operational concepts
in support of ATM in the core area of Europe, for the time period 2005 -2015. More
specifically, the PD/3 scenario supports:

♦ The validation of the EATCHIP concepts.

♦ The exploration of concepts for a future European Air Traffic Management System
(EATMS).

The three specific objectives of the large scale PHARE Demonstration 3 project are
to:
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1. Provide evaluation of a future ATM concept for the time period 2005 - 2015, which
supports the transitional introduction of 4D and Data-Link equipped aircraft, by
combining the following functional elements:

• Multi-Sector Planning

• Air-Ground integration

• Traffic Organisation

2. Keep the man in the loop by following a ‘Human Centred Approach’, with the
introduction of new tools to support the controllers, in the environment
characterised by the above mentioned functional elements.

3. Evaluate the feasibility of the progressive introduction of this new ATM concept.

2.1.2 PD/3 IOCP Objectives

The aim of the PD/3 IOCP simulations was to clarify the Multi Sector Planning
Concept in order to provide support to the main PD/3 demonstrations. The main PD/3
demonstration to be held at the Eurocontrol Experimental Centre is scheduled for May
1998.

Specifically EEC PD/3 IOCP Step 1B experimental objectives were to evaluate:

1. The effect of sectors external from the MSP Area, on the stability of MSP
modifications.

2. The effect of sectors external from the MSP Area, on the co-ordination systems.
3. MSP and PC planning convergence within the MSP Area.
4. The effect of overlapping, time based, Planning Authority between Planning

Controllers.
5. The application of redefined MSP and PC working methods.
6. The possibility for Sector Balancing in the evaluation environment.
7. The presentation of TLS complexity information to the MSP.
8. The application of redesigned GHMI features.
9. The effect of improved modelling of Non-datalink Equipped Aircraft.
10. The effect of improved modelling of Departing Aircraft.
11. The effect of improved modelling of Datalink transmission delays.

2.2 TIMESCALE
The evaluation took place from 3 to 14 March 1997.

2.3 PARTICIPATION

2.3.1 EEC Personnel

A IOCP Project Leader from Eurocontrol Experimental Centre (EEC) supervised the
evaluation with the assistance of an Operational Leader, Rapid Prototyping team and
HMI and Analysis experts.

2.3.2 Controller Personnel
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Six controllers from various European ATC centres participated in the evaluation :

• 2 validated en-route controllers from Paris En-route Centre (who participated in
all the previous IOCP evaluations);

• 1 validated en-route controller from the Swedish Administration (who had
participated in the PD/1 real time simulation and who participated in the previous
IOCP evaluation);

• 1 validated en-route controller from the Hungary Administration (who had
participated in an ODID IV simulation and who participated in the previous IOCP
evaluation);

• 1 validated en-route controller from Shannon En-route Centre (who participated
in the previous IOCP evaluation);

• 1 validated en-route controller from Bordeaux En-route Centre.

Controllers were rotated through five simulation positions, one of them was
participating in a de-briefing session during each simulation exercise. Each controller
experienced both medium and high traffic samples in each position.

2.4 TRAINING

A pre-simulation training course was carried out during the first four days of the two
week simulation period. This involved classroom style briefing sessions during which
the Multi Sector Planning concept, the new tools and the simulation environment were
described.

The role of the Multi Sector Planner was defined with regard to three main tasks, de-
complexification, Sector Balancing and Optimisation.  De-complexification concerned
analysing the traffic and with the assistance of the data supplied by the Tactical Load
Smoother, manipulating aircraft trajectories to reduce the traffic complexity.  Sector
Balancing involved rearranging traffic to provide a more even distribution over the
sectors in the Multi Sector Area.  Optimisation was described as a service provided
when de-complexification or balancing was not necessary and involved acting on
aircraft to provide more efficient flight, normally by improved level allocation or
provision of more direct routing.  Imposition of more explicit working methods for the
MSP and PC controllers was also a training feature.

The Controller Working Position was described with emphasis placed on the new
tools and those functions which had been modified since the IOCP Step 1A
experiments.  Particular attention was placed on the new label design, trajectory types
and formats, planning authority and co-ordination processes, the display and handling
of non-datalink aircraft and the display of departing traffic.

The simulated airspace environment was described, with an explanation for the
addition of sectors external to the MSP area in order to test shared planning authority
and co-ordination.  Actual Controller instructions and Letters of Agreement applicable
to the sectors were not applied during the simulation and were not emphasised during
the training except in a general manner.

 The training course included practical sessions on the Controller Working Position
(CWP)  in preparation for the measured exercises which commenced on Day 5.
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3. EVALUATION PLAN

The evaluation plan was established with the assistance of Human Factors experts
who participated in the preliminary acceptance of the platform.
Data collection for this experiment  was directed at obtaining controllers perception of
MSP planning and working methodology through the use of the LAD and TLS tools
provided by the interface. Clarification of MSP interaction with planning controllers
inside and outside the MSP area was one aim of this IOCP and further complexity
regarding traffic behaviour and system functionality was introduced.
Although the GHMI was not identical to that specified for the PD/3 Main
Demonstration, the differences were known and not influential. Other GHMI aspects
were on trial to provide early feed back to the PD/3 design team.
A revised and more comprehensive working methodology was defined at the start of
the evaluation based on IOCP Step 1A experience. The participants were later
questioned on their application of the defined working methodology with particular
attention to describing variations that emerged.

Data capture involved six processes :
• Observation;

• Debriefing;

• Workload Self Analysis;

• Interview;

• Video recording;

• Questionnaire.

3.1 OBSERVATION

This involved the observation and recording of actions and verbal comments made by
each controller. Working methods and significant events were noted by the
evaluators.
Before each debriefing, the evaluators met together to prepare the debriefing session
taking into account the significant events noted during the exercise session.

3.2 DEBRIEFING

A short debriefing was held at the end of each exercise session and a full debriefing
at the completion of each day’s exercises.
This permitted the Operational Leader to clarify recorded observations and to provide
an opportunity for the participants to elaborate on comments made during exercise.
A Final De-briefing was held on the last day following completion of all analysis to
discuss main points raised during the experiment and to summarise the controllers
comments.

3.3 WORKLOAD SELF ANALYSIS

Each controller that participated in a measured position during each exercise was
required to self-assess and record workload. This was obtained during the measured
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exercise using ISA prompting and after each exercise using the NASA-TLX model
(see chapter 9.6).

3.4 INTERVIEW

Individual interviews were held with the participants.
The objective was to obtain the controller’s subjective opinion on specific aspects of
the MSP concept, the use of the tools, the interface and to probe other areas of
significant interest.

3.5 VIDEO RECORDING

A time stamped high definition video recording was made for one MSP exercise, this
was overlaid with a sound recording of the controllers personal description of his
methodology and actions.
The objective was to provide data for PUMA modelling of the MSP task allocation,
however, this recording also provided a visual record of the CWP and MSP
functionality.

3.6 QUESTIONNAIRE

A questionnaire was prepared following the guidelines and assistance of the PD/3
Validation Group  (Annex 1). This was completed by each participant at the end of the
evaluation. The objective was to provide controllers with time to form conclusions on
the evaluation items, but to ascertain the views prior to departure while the experience
was still recent.

4. CONDUCT OF THE EVALUATION

The evaluation was conducted as follows :
• Initial explanation (MSP Concept)
• Training :

Look Ahead Display - Trajectory editing - Co-ordination - Tactical Load
Smoother - Sectorisation

• Practice exercises
• First set of measured exercises (Medium traffic sample) and debriefings
• Second set of measured exercises (High traffic sample) and debriefings
• Extra measured exercises (Second High traffic sample), debriefings and

interviews
• Questionnaire
• Final debriefing

5. EXERCISE SCHEDULE
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The duration of a measured exercise was approximately one hour. A total of 18
measured exercises were planned with 17 exercises completed during the evaluation
period. One exercise was cancelled following technical performance problems.

Week 1 Monday 3 Tuesday 4 Wednesday 5 Thursday 6 Friday 7

0900
1010 Administration &

Arrival Briefing
Training 6 & 7 Practice 2 Practice 6 Evaluation 2

1010
1030 Training 1 Analysis Briefing Exercise Debrief

BREAK

1050
1200 Training 2 & 3 Training 8 Practice 3 Practice 7 Evaluation 3

1200
1220 Exercise Debrief

LUNCH

1350
1500 Training  4 Training 9 Practice 4 Evaluation 1 Evaluation 4

BREAK

1520
1630 Training  5 Practice 1

Practice 5
PMB Demo Debrief Week 1 Debrief

Table 1 - Simulation Programme Week 1
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Week 2 Monday 10 Tuesday 11 Wednesday 12 Thursday 13 Friday 14

0900
1010 Evaluation 5 Evaluation 8 Evaluation 11 Evaluation 14

and Interview 3
Evaluation 17
and Interview 6

1010
1030 Exercise Debrief Exercise Debrief Exercise Debrief Exercise Debrief Exercise Debrief

BREAK

1050
1200 Evaluation 6 Evaluation 9 Evaluation 12 Evaluation 15

and Interview 4
Questionnaire

1200
1220 Exercise Debrief Exercise Debrief Exercise Debrief

and Interview 1
Exercise Debrief Questionnaire

Debrief

LUNCH

1350
1500 Evaluation 7 Evaluation 10 Evaluation 13

and Interview 2
Evaluation 16

Interview 5
Final

Debriefing

BREAK

1520
1630 Debrief Debrief Debrief Debrief and Travel

Table 2 - Simulation Programme Week 2

6. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

6.1 AIRSPACE ENVIRONMENT

The airspace for this simulation was based on Sectors UZ, ZU, AO, AR, XF, UN, XN,
UR and UY from the Paris and Reims Air Traffic Control Centres (see Figure 1). The
UZ and ZU sectors the UN, XN sectors, the AO, AR and XF sectors and the UR, UY
sectors were combined.

This generated four adjacent large sectors with potential for different complexity.

Sector AOARXF had altitude limits of FL50 to FL710
Sectors UZZU, Sector UNXN, Sector URUY  had altitude limits of FL245 to FL710.

The sectors were surrounded by several other sectors which were allocated to one
‘Feed Position’, managed for co-ordination and control purposes automatically by the
computer. A chart showing the IOCP airspace, sectorisation and route structure is
presented  in Annex 3.
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6.2 TRAFFIC SAMPLES

Three traffic samples were used during the period of pre-simulation training and
measured exercises. Although originally based on real-time traffic samples from the
IFPU (Initial Flightplan Processing Unit), these have been modified to provide a
representation suited to the training and the experimentation.

1) The traffic samples were arranged with a distribution of 70% Datalink aircraft and 30%
Non Datalink.

2) For traffic departing from Paris (Charles de Gaulle and Orly), each sample contained
both an Expected Time of Departure Time (ETD) and a variation factor. The variation
factor was between 0 and 9 minutes and was distributed throughout the sample.

3) Following IOCP Step 1A experiment, it was determined that many of the issues
relating to Multi Sector Planning could not be effectively tested with light to moderate
traffic samples. A high traffic load was necessary to fully evaluate :

a) MSP Working Methodology

b) TLS Effectiveness.

c) MSP HMI

d) MSP Co-ordination demands

e) MSP - PC Planning Stability

f) MSP- PC Co-operation

FL710

FL245

AOARXF

↓↓ FL50

UZZU
URUY

UNXN

Figure 1: IOCP Airspace Model
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The traffic samples used in the experiment were increased significantly from those
used in IOCP Step 1A (Further description of the samples used can be found in
ANNEX - 2 - TRAFFIC SAMPLES DESCRIPTION).

4) Three measured samples were used for the simulation. All samples provided an
increase in traffic (43 %)  and conflict density (116 %) (from that simulated in the
IOCP Step 1A run in October 1996). Generally simulation runs lasted 60 minutes. (see
ANNEX - 2 - TRAFFIC SAMPLES DESCRIPTION)

Sample Aircraft Conflicts Length Datalink
%

ATD
Delay

1 SES5_MD.tra 175 99 92 min. 70% Yes

2 SES6_MD.tra 201 175 93 min. 70% Yes

3 SES7_SD.tra 221 199 95 min. 70% Yes

6.3 SEPARATION STANDARDS

Separation standards applied in the conflict detection were :

Vertical Separation 1000 feet (Surface to FL290)
2000 feet (FL290 to Unlimited)

Horizontal Separation 8 nm (between Radar Position Symbols)

If not specified normal Paris Centre procedures or ICAO (International Civil Aviation
Organisation) rules were applicable.

8 nm horizontal separation was selected to aid the experimental purpose by producing
an increased conflict density without further increasing traffic density which impacted
on system performance.  This factor is not indicative of future separation standards.

For the main demonstration of the concept a standard radar separation of 5 nm is
planned.

6.4 COMMUNICATIONS

As the simulation aircraft were automatically manoeuvred by the Simulation Platform,
no verbal communication between controller and pilot was necessary.  Instructions to
concerned aircraft were sent via datalink for aircraft with datalink capability or at AOC
(Assume of Control) when the aircraft entered each sector, for those aircraft without
datalink capability. These were aircraft that in normal circumstances would have
received a verbal instruction from a Tactical controller.   Prior to this the message was
displayed in a Communications List Window duplicated for the PCs and TCs of each
sector.

Communication to other sectors including the Multi Sector Planning Controller (MSP)
and the automated Feed Position was achieved silently by interacting with the system
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(Trajectory Support Tool [TST]). Inter sector telephone communication was not
required.

The Feed Position also responded by automatic acceptance of all co-ordination
requests.

6.5 SECTOR POSITIONS

Five controller positions were provided.

The six controllers rotated through each evaluation position.  One controller during
each exercise was available for detailed debriefing and recorded interviews.

The sectors were configured to represent a combined PC (Planning controller) and TC
(Tactical controller) position, to enable instructions to be sent to the aircraft, although
no tactical controller was simulated, the actions of Assume Control and Transfer
Control occurred automatically.

The controller assigned position UNXNURUY fulfilled a Multi Sector Planning role
using a MSP type Display.

Sony 2000 line monitor were used for all Controller Working Positions.

The actual room layout was as follows:

7. OUTLINE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

7.1 GENERAL

The Eurocontrol PD/3 IOCP provided the Multi Sector Planning Controller with an
advanced Controller Working Position derived from the ODID IV1 and PD/12

simulations. A controller working interface was used where paper strips have been
replaced by graphical displays of  flight plan and conflict information.
Information was updated by system events and by the controller who dialogued
directly with the system via a mouse, inputting data related to the ATC plan. The
system provided track and conflict prediction and monitored the traffic situation with
the assistance of advanced tools.

                                               
1 ODID IV Simulation Report - Report no. 269/94
2 PD/1 Final Report - DOC 96-70-24

MSP
UNXN
URUY

PC/TC
URUY

PC/TC
UNXN

PC/TC
AOARXF

PC/TC
UZZU

Figure 2: Experimental Room Layout
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7.2 HARDWARE COMPONENTS

1) The hardware components used during the IOCP were as follows:

a) 6 HP748-50 (100 MHz)

b) 3 HP715-75

c) 1 HP715-100

d) 1 HP 819K (Two processors, 100Mhz)

e) 2 HP X-Terminal displays.

f) 5 Sony 2K x 2K Displays using Metheus Drivers.

g) 1 External Disk of 4 Gb.

h) 1 PC workstation for data recording.

7.3 SOFTWARE LANGUAGES AND OPERATING SYSTEM

1) The software languages used in the experiment were:

a) The ‘Platform’ was written in SPOKE™. (A development language licensed from
ALCATEL™).

b) The ‘TLS’ was written in C++.

c) The ‘Navigator’ was written in ADA.

2) The platform operating system was UNIX (HP V10.20) using a client/server
architecture.

7.4 COMMUNICATION NETWORK

1) The machines used for the processes were connected on a Thin LAN with the server.
TCP/IP protocol, which provided security by guaranteeing the integrity of transferred
data.

7.5 THE MAIN FUNCTIONS
The main graphical functions were :

1) Lookahead Display (LAD)

The Lookahead Display was the basis for the MSP position. The LAD displayed a
standard radar picture forward in time with future conflicts, and permitted interaction
with the aircraft trajectories. A Lookahead Control Panel managed the PVD forward
display time.
Interaction with the trajectory of each aircraft was possible through modification of the
aircraft Flight Leg (Trajectory Editor).

2) Tactical Load Smoother (TLS)

The Tactical Load Smoother (TLS) is a PHARE Advanced Tool (PAT) and has been
developed to calculate and identify traffic complexity. Complexity was calculated for
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each sector enabling comparison between adjacent sectors and also for individual
squares of an airspace grid, identifying the actual location of complex traffic problems.
The traffic data for each sector was shown in a Sector Load Window (SLW). This
window provided detailed information on traffic numbers, conflicts and complexity.
Information was presented in histogram format for the MSPs assessment period.

A Sector Flow Window (SFW) could be raised by the controller which displayed entry
points and exit points for sector traffic over defined time period.

A PVD Colour Map presented the MSP controller with a graphical display of
complexity, as calculated for a defined volume of airspace. The complexity was
displayed as a colour map and linked to the LAD time projection. The PVD picture
could therefore be moved forward or backward in time displaying projected aircraft
positions, conflicts and associated ‘situational complexity’.

8. THE RAPID PROTOTYPING PLATFORM

The Lookahead diagram (Figure 3) describes the connections between the programs.
It shows a platform with two Lookahead positions: an MSP and a PC.

8.1 THE COMPUTATIONAL PROCESSES

The following list describes the main computational processes. A diagram showing the
connections is provided in Figure 3: Lookahead Platform Diagram on Page 13.

1) The Navigator

This application was used to fly the aircraft and sent two messages to the operating
positions. The first contained trajectory estimates and was sent 20 minutes before
aircraft activation. The second contained aircraft plots which were sent every five
seconds. Using the Navigator it was possible to increase or decrease the speed of the
simulation, to freeze or unfreeze (or to modify the flight of an individual aircraft). The
Navigator was also responsible for managing the departure delay, calculated for
departing aircraft from the traffic sample.

2) The Delta Process

This process computed the accuracy’s and the trajectories for the Lookahead
positions and for the TLS and was the main process running on the platform as it
managed the database.

3) The Tactical Load Smoother (TLS)

This tool computed the complexity factors for the MSP Area. Five levels of complexity
were calculated depending on environmental factors, including aircraft position, sector
crossing time, datalink equipment, vertical evolution, speed and also factors for
conflicts if present. Only the three highest complexity levels were displayed to the
MSP.
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The TLS received trajectories and accuracy’s from the Delta Process. The MSP
position requested data from the TLS each minute and received complexity areas and
traffic category information from the TLS.

4) The MTCA (Medium Term Conflict Alert)

The MTCA computed the conflicts between aircraft trajectories.

5) Environment

The Environment simulated other ground positions and operated in automatic mode. It
managed the control functions for aircraft not in the manned sectors and transferred
them to the sectors when required. The environment also provided automatic ‘Co-
ordination’ when requested from a manned sector (always accepting a proposal) and
transferred Planning Authority for an aircraft if requested.

NEGOTIATION
DELAY

 MANAGER

NAVIGATORDELTA

LAD
ENVIRONMENT

LAD
MSP

TLS

LAD
PC

LAD
TC

STCA

MTCA
Computing process

Graphic Process

Optional Component

Figure 3: Lookahead Platform Diagram
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9. RESULTS

9.1 GENERAL COMMENTS

1) This experiment was the final PD/3 MSP IOCP. The experiment followed previous
IOCP simulations in December 1995 and October 1996.

2) The implementation of a Tactical Control (TC) position was reconsidered before the
commencement of measured exercises due to technical problems. As an objective of
the simulation was the observation of MSP-PC interaction, this position was replaced
by a second manned sector (AOARXF), external to the MSP Area.

3) All working methods were described during the classroom training and practised at
each operating position. The working method was continuously analysed during the
de-briefing sessions and formed an important part of this experiment.

4) Traffic samples were prepared with traffic and conflict density significantly increased
(traffic [43 %]  and conflict density [116 %]) from IOCP Step 1A levels. They were built
to better test the MSP HMI under demanding conditions and to assess the task
sharing defined by the working methods. Traffic for the second external sector
(AOARXF) was generally very light.  This provided the controllers operating this sector
an opportunity for experimentation with the tools which was generally considered
beneficial.

5) Transmission delay associated with the uplink/downlink process was simulated.  This
delay varied depending on the originator of the modification, either PC or MSP
(transmission priority level).  For the datalink aircraft, the Ground Extrapolated
Trajectory (GET) was displayed during the transmission process delay.  For the non-
datalink aircraft the GET remained until R/T transmission (simulated) of the
modification. No transmission priority between MSP and PC was simulated.

In normal circumstances the MSP transmission delay will vary and will be affected by
the application of the transmission rules (refer: PD3 GHMI Draft Specification
[Version. 1.2 Para 2.8 Air/ground Communication] ). However, in order to partially
simulate this period, a delay was inserted prior to the orders being sent to the flight
navigator.  For the MSP the delay was set at 60 seconds and for the PC the delay
was set at 10 seconds.

6) Some erroneous information was generated by the in-house Conflict Probe (CP)
used.  This was not the PD/3 Conflict Probe being built for the main experiment.
Errors were infrequent and easily recognisable and although mildly irritating were not
a serious impediment to the experiment.

7) The display and treatment of Non-datalink aircraft was modified to realistically
differentiate these flights. Using a different GHMI, modifications were converted to
textual messages for TC transmission.

8) A special GHMI indication was used to display aircraft not yet airborne in predicted
displays.  This indication disappeared when the aircraft become airborne and the
predicted position of the aircraft was updated with better accuracy.
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9.2 MULTI SECTOR PLANNING CONCEPT

The Multi Sector planning Concept is proposed as a means of increasing airspace
capacity. The role of a Multi Sector Planner is to offer medium term strategic rather
than tactical solutions to overcome traffic complexity. Aircraft trajectories can be
planned over several sectors, significantly ahead of the aircraft’s actual position. The
aim is to reduce the workload of sector controllers and provide an improved traffic
flow.

1) Although a full qualitative assessment of the impact of Multi Sector Planning was not
possible due to the limited size and scope of this IOCP experiment, the subjective
views of the participants and the observations of the evaluation staff were noted.

2) The controllers involved in the experiment stated that they felt the MSP concept was
valid, provided the tools and working methods could be refined to better support the
concept.

9.3 LOOK AHEAD DISPLAY

The Lookahead Display (LAD) allowed the projection in time of a radar picture, the
display of future conflicts, and permitted interaction with the aircraft trajectories. The
display time was set by using the Lookahead Manager.
A default time position was displayed at start-up or by button selection. The MSP
default position was 30 Minutes ahead of current time. The PC default position was 10
Minutes ahead of current time.

1) The Lookahead Display was set at a Relative Time. Selection in the Lookahead
Manager moved the PVD to a time ‘relative’ to the present time. The relative time
setting remained, with the PVD displaying a dynamic situation based on the set
parameter. The PVD update frequency was every 5 seconds.

2) The time movement buttons were modified from settings tested in IOCP Step 1A. The
Small increment was changed from 5 seconds to 30 seconds. The Large increment
was changed from 30 seconds to 2 minutes. Controllers found the new time settings
acceptable.

3) The sensitive area of the time ruler was changed.  This was considered an
improvement by the controllers.  Previous experimentation had highlighted a difficulty
in selecting a new LAD time when too many conflict indications were present, as
inadvertent clicking on a conflict line produced a different effect by raising the
associated trajectories. The improvement was clearly illustrated when the larger traffic
samples were used as the conflict bar showed an almost continuous stream of
conflicts.

4) The trajectory CLEAR function was simplified in the label by allowing a left or right
single button click on the label exit point (xPT) to close a raised trajectory. This
resolved some confusion over button selection in IOCP Step 1A.

5) As the display could be moved from ‘Future time’ to ‘Present time’, it was necessary to
indicate in a forceful way the different Lookahead settings. In IOCP Step 1A this was
achieved by changing the label colour coding. In IOCP Step 1B a consistent label
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specification was used for all positions and time settings. To indicate the change in
future/present setting the background colour was changed from ‘dark grey’ for future
time to ‘light grey’ for present time. This proved very effective, although it was
necessary to carefully set the label colours at acceptable intensities to be visible on
both backgrounds.

6) The LAD Conflict Detection Ruler, displayed above the time line in the Lookahead
Manager, became unusable in the busier traffic samples. As too many conflicts were
displayed it was no longer possible to select an individual conflict (single click B1 on
the conflict line to raise the trajectories) and the continuous stream of conflicts meant
that conflict groups became no longer discernible. A redesign of this element for the
MSP is recommended, perhaps suppressing the display of individual conflicts.

9.4 TACTICAL LOAD SMOOTHER

The Tactical Load Smoother (TLS) is a PHARE Advanced Tool (PAT) and has been
developed to calculate and identify traffic complexity.
Complexity was calculated for each sector and displayed graphically in a Sector Load
Window (SLW) enabling comparison between adjacent sectors. A Sector Flow
Window (SFW) could be raised to provide extra information on traffic numbers at
sector entry and exit points.
Complexity was also calculated for individual squares of an airspace grid (PVD Colour
Map). For complexity above a certain level the square reflects a defined colour,
identifying the location of complex traffic problems for the PVD display time.

1) This experiment was the second operational evaluation of the Tactical Load Smoother
(TLS). The first experiment had not clearly identified issues relating to MSP working
methodology and use of the TLS data.

2) HMI Improvements instituted before IOCP Step 1B included.

a) Changes in colours for the complexity (yellow) and conflict line (red) for line
graphs of the Sector Load Window (SLW) to make them clearer.

b) Changed background colour for the SLW from dark to light.

c) Changes in the complexity scale to better illustrate complexity peaks.

d) The addition of a background grid to enable a quicker assessment of the line
graph display in the SLW.

3) In IOCP Step 1A some concern was expressed that, as two different algorithms were
applied, the two complexity displays (SLW and PVD Complexity Map) were not always
consistent. In this experiment the complexity algorithm of the SLW and the PVD
Colour Complexity map were effectively linked to ensure consistency of the displayed
information.

4) Sector complexity was apparent from the Sector Load Windows and was well
supported by the system, however, the logical next step, identifying the concerned
aircraft was still not well supported. As in IOCP Step 1B, displayed conflict warning
(Yellow or Red Callsign Field) was the only means to distinguish the aircraft involved
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in each complex situation.  The TLS should provide information on aircraft concerned
with each complexity bubble, allowing selective display and analysis of these flights.

5) The Sector Flow Window (SFW) which in IOCP Step 1A displayed tabular information
on entry and exit points was not redesigned before the commencement of IOCP Step
1B.  IOCP Step 1A found that although this tool provides potentially useful information
to the MSP controller, the information was required in a more graphical format.
Therefore no further investigation of the usefulness of the SFW was made during
IOCP Step 1B pending further development.

6) The PVD Colour Complexity map was not significantly altered for the IOCP Step 1B
measured exercises except that the Level 1 (single complex aircraft) indication (blue
square) was removed and the differentiation between Level 3 (complex conflict) and
Level 4 (complex conflict with 3 or more aircraft) was made more apparent. These
changes met with the approval of the controllers during the evaluation.

7) No interactive link was made with the SLW and the Lookahead display. The ability to
single click at a time point in the SLW and thereby change the time displayed in the
Lookahead display was requested. The requirement to integrate the Lookahead (LAD)
and the Tactical Load Smoother (TLS) was highlighted by the evaluation.

8) A potential HMI improvement implemented for the light training sample but not in the
busier measured traffic samples was for the TLS squares as displayed in the PVD
Colour Complexity map to be drawn as curved areas (bubbles). It was considered that
complex areas were better perceived as curved areas around traffic situations rather
than fixed boundary squares. This was supported by the controllers while training
during the light traffic sample. Unfortunately the extra processing required meant that
this could not be implemented for the busier evaluation exercises and further
exploration of this presentation is required.

9) An ability to provide a dynamic update of displayed TLS information, during trajectory
editing could not be implemented in time for the experiment. However, this feature
was highlighted by the controllers as necessary for the MSP to receive immediate
feedback on his/her work. This feature should be developed.

9.5 PLANNING AUTHORITY

Planning Authority is defined as the authority exercised by a PC or MSP, for the
planning of flights, and is separate from the Control Authority for a flight which is held
by the Sector TC of the aircraft’s current sector. A planning assessment period is also
described which usually extends ahead of the Planning Authority period.
For the IOCP experiment the MSP assessment period was set up to 40 minutes
ahead of present time and Planning Authority for an aircraft existed from 30 minutes
from the aircraft’s sector entry until 10 minutes from sector entry.
The PC assessment period was up to 20 minutes ahead of present time, with
Planning Authority commencing when the aircraft was 10 minutes from sector entry
remaining until the aircraft exited the sector. Planning state for each aircraft was
indicated in the track label.
No overlap of Planning Authority existed between the MSP and PCs of the MSP area.
Consecutive PCs shared an Planning Authority overlap of 10 minutes.
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Co-ordination was required for boundary modifications during overlapping Planning
Authority. Earlier Planning Authority for an aircraft could be obtained for the first PC of
the MSP Area on request from the MSP and for subsequent PCs on demand.

1) The system applied was changed from that applied in IOCP Step 1A, which used a
warning window which had to be acknowledged when transferring Planning Authority.
In this experiment when a request for earlier Planning Authority was made, an ‘Alert
Box’ (mustard label border) was displayed for the transferring controller around the
concerned label.  Further, the allocation of Planning Authority was made by selection
from the Callsign Menu. This was acceptable for the controllers, however some
problems with the visibility of the Alert Box were encountered.

2) In IOCP Step 1A it was noted that an award of Planning Authority from PC to PC
meant that the giving sector did not lose Planning Authority, but this action merely
extended the overlap of authority between the two sectors (enlarging the standard ten
minutes). The giving sector never refused the request.  For this experiment the
request to the giving controller was suppressed, with the planning authority
automatically allocated following a downstream PC request and the giving sector
being notified of the new Planning Authority overlap in a label field. This was
acceptable for the controllers.

9.6 MSP WORKING METHODOLOGY

A complete, step by step, working methodology was defined for each operating
position (including TC although later not evaluated). The option of remaining at the
‘default time’ setting or moving in time from ‘complexity peak to next complexity peak’
remained with the controller, as did the actual means of complexity resolution. (refer:
Annex 4 for examples of the working methods)

1) The controllers applied the directed methodology during the evaluation, with all but
one recording a system of LAD movement from complexity peak to complexity peak.
However, some variations occurred and three controllers stated that they developed
methods which differed slightly from that prescribed:

a) Systematic level allocation by the MSP. The concept of this approach was to
more closely link the MSP actions with the PC expectations, however, the
workload involved with busy traffic samples appeared too high (ATCO
comment).

 Two different other strategic working methods of reducing sector complexity were
implemented by two of the participating controllers.

b) The first involved moving aircraft (generally be instituting an offset route) away
from areas of high complexity. Remaining (or new) conflicts were not resolved.
This method appeared to produce a marked reduction of displayed complexity in
the SLW (ATCO comment end observation).

c) The second involved a strategic assessment of the most significant complex
areas (using the PVD Colour Complexity map), but then acting more tactically to
resolve the most complex situations (conflicts), before moving to the next
complex area or time. The results of this method were difficult to subjectively
assess.
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2) Both the above working methods were hindered by the provision of too much
information for the MSP. Method A does not require detailed label information as no
de-conflicting is applied. Method B requires information on certain aircraft, however,
the PVD display was overcrowded with labels making de-confliction difficult.

3) The co-operation between MSP and PCs, both inside and outside the MSP Area was
acceptable, however, due to the fact that the PC and TC functions were combined on
a single position, further exploration of PC/TC task sharing could not evaluated.

9.7 CO-ORDINATION

With the addition of multiple planning layers the requirement for co-ordination is
necessarily increased. Several controllers can make modifications to a trajectory
although at different times or for different geographical areas (refer to  ANNEX - 5.) .
The issue of co-ordination only arises when boundary conditions are changed
between the geographical areas.

AIRCRAFT STATES - PD3 IOCP STEP1B

URUY/UNXN
boundary

Aircraft at URUY
Entry boundary

Aircraft at UNXN
Exit boundary-30 min -20 min -10 min

Aircraft time
to MSP Bdy.

MSP AREA

Sector URUY Sector UNXNSector AOARXF

MSP

TC URUY

PC URUY

PC/TC UNXN

Never Concerned
(Label Grey - Reduced)

Plannable
(Label Pink)

No Longer Plannable
(Label Mustard - Reduced)

Not Yet Plannable
(Label Grey - Full)

Assumed
(Label White)

PC/TC
AOARXF

Note: The diagram describes a trajectory for an aircraft transiting north through the MSP Area from Sector AOARXF. The TC
position for URUY is shown to highlight the Planning and Control relationship although the TC was not evaluated in the IOCP
Step 1B experiment.

Figure 4: Planning and Control Authority Example for IOCP Step 1B.

1) Co-ordination was managed technically by the system. The requirement for co-
ordination was expanded in this experiment by the inclusion of two external sectors
(outside the MSP Area). This meant that the Planning Authority for aircraft entering via
these sectors would be shared by the MSP and the external Sector PC concurrently,
thereby requiring co-ordination on boundary changes.
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2) Unfortunately the co-ordination alert box displayed around the aircraft label was
inadequate and often not noticed by the controllers (i.e. non alerting). This was
particularly apparent when the MSP received a proposal from the external PC (PC-1).
At the time that PC-1 was working on this aircraft (+10) the MSP was viewing a PVD
screen 20 minutes further advanced (+30).  This meant that the concerned aircraft
had exited the MSP area and if displayed was at the edge of the PVD and not in
his/her immediate area of interest.

This commonly resulted in a long delay in responding to a co-ordination proposal.

3) The controllers found this delay unacceptable and often implemented trajectory
modifications tailored to avoid co-ordination. Although avoiding co-ordination is
common practice in current (telephone based) ATC systems, any improvement in co-
ordination procedures is beneficial.  In particular the difference between Upstream
and Downstream co-ordination was highlighted. Suggestions from the participating
controllers included:

a) Suppressing the co-ordination requirement from the preceding external sector
(PC-1) to the MSP, providing the MSP with an updated trajectory only.

b) Suppress downstream co-ordination, providing receiving sectors with updates
only but retaining upstream co-ordination.

9.8 GROUND HUMAN MACHINE INTERFACE (GHMI)

This experiment was based on HMI developed from ODID IV and the PHARE
Demonstration 1 (PD/1). HMI development was allocated a low priority due to time
constraints, however, it was the aim of the IOCP to improve the HMI as far as
technically possible within the available resources, while achieving the main research
objectives.

The HMI was modified from the IOCP Step 1A experiment to take into account
changes reflected in the PD/3 GHMI Specification which was approaching draft
release. Although the HMI was still not complete some feed back to the HMI design
team was possible.

1) This experiment was the first to try to demonstrate several parts of the defined HMI.
High load traffic samples immediately highlighted problems associated with the
display of so many tracks.

2) The provision of the new label format (new fields) provided more information to the
controller. This was acceptable for the PC/TC controllers, however, the MSP range
selection displaying several sectors, meant that the increased label size became a
problem exceeding the anti-label overlap capability and causing label text problems.

3) The controllers made significant use of the filters to reduce the numbers of labels
displayed. This was partially successful, however, consideration to reducing the
displayed label information and/or label types may be beneficial. For instance, one
controller advocated removing all but relevant (complex) aircraft from the MSP display.

4) With the new label specification providing consistency in label colour for all positions
(as listed below), the MSP and PC were displaying and working with primarily Pink
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labels and the TC with White labels. This was generally accepted by the controllers
and the colours proved suitable for identifying aircraft planning and control states.

Label Colour Planning State

Grey (Full label) Not Yet Plannable

Pink Plannable

White Assumed

Mustard No Longer Plannable

Grey (Reduced label) Never Concerned

a) The change from Pink to White (at AOC), differentiated between PC
responsibility and TC responsibility for a particular aircraft, although
modifications by either controller were still possible. In the experiment, this was
acceptable for the PCs.

b) Some comments were received that the difference between Grey and White
labels was not strong enough. The selection of an ideal ‘Grey’ intensity was
made more difficult by the background colour being dark or light, depending on
Future or Present time.

Several trajectories could co-exist for a single aircraft, such as a System Trajectory
(BLACK), a Proposed trajectory (Dark PINK), a Working trajectory (WHITE) and the
new GET (Ground Extrapolated Trajectory, MSP - Dashed BLACK, PC Dashed
GREEN). The Trajectory Support Tool (TST) was a window raised with the display of
a trajectory in edit mode to allow the selection, testing and co-ordination of each type.
The Offset Tool was also raised from the TST.

6) The colours of the new trajectories were acceptable, except the Black trajectory,
which obscured the Aircraft Speed vector line which was also black. This made it
more difficult to determine aircraft flying direction when viewing the trajectory. Speed
vector lines could also difficult to differentiate from label leader lines (struts) as both
were similar in length. Label leader lines for datalink aircraft were also black.

7) It was not possible to implement the selected indication for Non Datalink aircraft
described in the GHMI as a ‘Z’ leader line, due to engineering time constraints,
however, a visual indication of Non Datalink capability was considered vital if the
different interaction with these flights was to be assessed. Therefore in deviation from
the GHMI specification the label leader line was coded blue. (Blue is normally
reserved for aircraft downlink indication which was not a part of this simulation).

8) Although some further evaluation is necessary four of the controllers reported that
Non Datalink aircraft were easy to recognise, however one controller emphasised that
this was more difficult for the MSP due to label congestion. Two controllers disagreed
stating that the datalink indication was insufficient.

9) Aircraft Not Departed, but shown as airborne on predicted trajectories, when the PVD
was set in the future, were indicated by coding the flight levels AFL, CFL, RFL in
Ground Mustard. This was acceptable with three controllers in strong agreement. On
actual departure the aircraft track would jump to an accurate position, usually some
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nautical miles behind where previously shown. The controllers were divided on
whether this was unsettling, two being unsettled and three finding this acceptable.

10) MSP screen congestion was identified as a problem. This was compounded by the
large increase in traffic and conflict density for this experiment, more accurately
replicating projected traffic conditions. Part of the screen congestion relates to number
and size of aircraft ‘unselected‘ labels.  However, this problem was also related to the
difficulty in enforcing a single MSP working methodology by simultaneously providing
information for de-confliction and de-complexification.

To decomplexify, only the complex aircraft were required to be analysed and modified.
The other labels interfered with the analysis and made label selection and resolution
difficult.

To deconflict, too many labels provided with too much information were displayed.
The automatic label overlap facility was unable to resolve the overlapping labels and
busy traffic situations were displayed as an confused mass of text which was
impossible to analyse or resolve.

9.9 WINDOWS SET-UP

1) The controllers were provided with a
predefined window set-up at system
initiation. The Sector PCs were not provided
with Sector Load Windows or a PVD Colour
Complexity Map.

2) The In-Message window generally displayed
messages relating to actions pending for the
controller and increased in size (vertically) as
messages arrived. The controllers tended to
place this window Front-Low-Centre, thus as
messages arrived they impinged on the
viewing area and pressed the controller to
take action.

9.10 AIRSPACE AND TRAFFIC SAMPLES

Airspace from Northern France was featured to providing a simple MSP environment.
The traffic samples, based on IFPU data, were prepared for training the participants
and for evaluating measured exercises.

1) The airspace was selected from the model described in PD/3 OSD Volume 23 and
uses one MSP Area specified for the final demonstration and two external sectors
which will exist as feed sectors.

                                               
3 Reference: PHARE_NLR_PD3-1.1.3.2.2_OSD2_2.0
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Figure 5: Lookahead Window Set-Up
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2) Each measured sector was created for the experiment, by combining two smaller
sectors. This provided sectors of sufficient size for trajectory modification and reduced
co-ordination requirements.  Better optimisation was possible with larger sectors. The
controllers were required to optimise4 traffic when not burdened with other tasks.

3) The selection of a simple airspace for the evaluation of the MSP concept meant that
certain configurations were not tested. Potential complications include superposed
sectors, small sectors, preceding MSP Areas, and the provision of tactical positions.

4) The controllers did not actively seek to provide a sector balancing service, but rather
to reduce the complexity of the busiest sector. Actual sector balancing, i.e. moving
traffic from one sector to another was not fully tested during the IOCP. This option
seems to be more suited to superposed sectors, in a vertically spilt MSP Area and
remains a subject for further investigation.

9.11 CONTROLLER TRAINING

As per IOCP Step 1A, controller training had previously been identified as a pre-
requisite for a successful experiment. The controller attendance was two weeks and
the first four days were assigned to controller training and practice. More system and
HMI complexity was added to that used in IOCP Step 1A..

1) As five of the controllers had participated in the IOCP Step 1A experiment, the training
for them was centred on refresher training and the introduction of new tools and HMI.
An attempt was made to give the new controller, for whom this was the first
participation, slightly more individual attention in order to bring him up to the level of
the other five, especially concerning the concept and HMI.

2) Controllers were divided in whether the training in task allocation MSP/PC/TC was
sufficient. This area will require careful explanation and reinforcement in later
experiments.

3) Four of the controllers felt the training was effective in preparing them for the
experiment. One slightly disagreed. The controller who was first participating felt
significantly under trained for the experiment. This problem had been anticipated, with
this controller scheduled last in the MSP position, however, it is apparent that the
training for him was inadequate. This was compounded by the relative knowledge of
his colleagues.

Three important points were noted:

a) Training must take into account the lowest denominator and be thorough, not
expecting new controllers to ‘catch up’ with other more experienced personnel.

b) English, as the training language used, puts additional strain on education
programmes, particularly with a diverse controller group. In this group English
was the second language for  five of the six controllers.

c) All training was group oriented. Consideration should be given to more one-to-
one training, so that each training point can be described and knowledge
checked before progressing through the programme.

                                               
4 Optimisation is defined as interacting with aircraft to provide more efficient flight.
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9.12 DEPARTING AIRCRAFT

The Lookahead Display showed future aircraft positions based on planned
trajectories, so aircraft which were still on the ground (but which would depart within
the assessment period) were shown as airborne. The display of these aircraft was
required so the sector complexity could be correctly assessed, however when the
aircraft departed at a time later than the planned ETD (Estimated Departure Time) and
the aircraft track was updated these aircraft jumped to a point further back on the
trajectory.

1) Departures from Paris Charles de Gaulle and Paris Orly, were issued with a delay
between 0 and 9 minutes later than the planned ETD. This delay factor was
incorporated into the traffic file and was consistent for all exercise runs.

2) A delay period only was incorporated, although it is recognised that earlier than
planned departures do occur, generally aircraft departures are late not early.

3) The effect on the PVD of the late ‘actual’ departure was to jump the aircraft track
symbol and label, from the predicted position to the correct position. This involved a
change back along the trajectory of between zero and approximately 45nm.

4) Associated with the actual departure and change in track symbol position was a
change in label GHMI. Before actual departure all level fields were displayed in
Ground Mustard colour and after departure in standard label colour (normally
Plannable Pink). This indicated to the controller the reliability of the positional data.

5) Modifications to the planned trajectory were possible by the controllers, but as the
position was not accurately known, only strategic modifications were recommended.

6) The controllers found the presentation of these aircraft, the departure status and the
jump in position acceptable. The HMI was indicative of the trajectory reliability allowing
the controllers to prioritise their work.

9.13 ROUTE STRUCTURE

For this experiment a model of current airspace boundaries, airway route structures
(including one way routes), and sectorisation was provided. However, controllers were
not required to limit aircraft modifications to this route structure and aircraft route
optimisation was permitted.

For the PD/3 time frame of 2005-2015, the progressive introduction of a more direct
route structure is expected.  An anticipated direct route system was not provided due
to the scale of this experiment and possible ramifications on sector and airspace
design.

1) The use of the current route structure hindered the assessment of the Multi Sector
Planner interaction and the development of the required working methods during this
experiment.  The fixed route structure produced fixed patterns of complexity with
congestion over common waypoints.  The patterns of complexity were expected by
the controllers and standard solutions imposed.  In a more variable traffic
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environment, where areas of complexity appear at shifting locations, the differing
reasons for complexity would require more individual analysis of each situation and
different solutions found.

2) The current route structure used during the experiment was not optimal (for aircraft
with advanced navigation and FMS capability). Routes often involved numerous
turning points and track direction was often not directly to the destination airport.

3) In the simulated airspace various routes shared common waypoints. This funnelled
traffic and increased complexity at these points.  A more direct route structure will
spread traffic out, producing a different traffic environment where congestion areas
are not fixed, but variable.

4) The controllers continued as per normal current controller working practice to provide
optimisation when ever possible. This meant that MSP and PC interventions were
often beneficial to a flight. In an optimal route environment nearly all interventions will
de-optimise the flight, thus penalising the aircraft involved.  If benefit from Multi Sector
Planning is to be assessed, the concept should not be validated using a route
structure inconsistent with the expected scenario.

5) As nearly all flights were not optimal, the controllers were able to act on all flights to
provide a better, more direct route. Although this was considered a secondary task to
complexity or conflict resolution, it none-the-less added workload for the controllers
and system demand. Extra co-ordination between controllers is also likely to result if
aircraft are given direct routes across sector boundaries.

6) The MSP task description includes optimisation for flights, when he/she is not
occupied by De-complexification or Sector Balancing.  However, if flights are
anticipated to be on optimal routes at near optimal levels then few flights will remain to
be optimised. The application of this MSP function is likely minimal.

9.14 NON-DATALINK AIRCRAFT

In previous experiments difficulty and additional workload was noted when
endeavouring to provide complex textual instructions by radio to Non-datalink
equipped aircraft, following trajectory modification by planning controllers.

No solution to the problems associated with communicating these complex
instructions could be identified for inclusion in this experiment, however, it was
decided to implement only those simple communications that did not create high
tactical controller workload and to restrict the planning modifications to three simple
types.

The three modifications that were identified as acceptable for R/T transmission were
Level Change, Direct to a known waypoint, or Offset (Parallel) Route.

Non-datalink aircraft were identified by a different HMI and modification other than one
of the three above provoked a warning message, that the aircraft was not datalink
equipped, (however, the modification was permitted).
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Once registered, a trajectory modification was relayed to the appropriate sector(s) for
R/T transmission in textual format. This was then activated by the Tactical Controller
by mouse click (to simulate voice action, as no pilots were included in the experiment).
This could only be achieved once the aircraft was Assumed Control (AOC) and for
non-manned sectors was issued on automatic Assume Control.

1) Most of the controllers felt that the Non-datalink HMI indication was sufficient for the
PC/TC controllers but could be difficult to observe on the MSP screen due to label
congestion. It must be emphasised that the indication used in the IOCP experiment
was not that of the PD/3 Main specification, however, it does show a need for a
particularly strong indication (this may be corrected through other HMI improvements
such as filtering).

2) The controllers reported that the simple R/T commands for the tactical controller
(which were duplicated to the PC) were acceptable for easy transmission.

3) The controllers reported that the three orders were too restrictive and did not provide
enough scope for traffic modification.

4) The controllers continuously failed to take note of aircraft datalink equipment type,
before building a trajectory.  This often resulted in an attempt to modify a non-datalink
aircraft in an non recommended manner. The controller was warned but not restricted
from registering the trajectory and usually continued with registration. This then
resulted in a Latitude/Longitude point being described for this aircraft.

While this situation was acceptable for the experiment, two points are noted.

a) The HMI to differentiate Datalink and Non-datalink aircraft must be strong and
acceptable for both PC/TC and MSP type displays.

b) In a mixed datalink environment, with different procedures for datalink and non-
datalink aircraft, controllers must be trained to recognise the difference before
beginning planning and perhaps restricted from applying impractical instructions.

 

9.15 OFFSET TOOL

The Offset Tool was conceived, initially for non-datalink aircraft, but use was extended
to include Datalink equipped flights. The version implemented for the Step1B
experiment was the first prototype and was a simple tool to modify a trajectory to allow
a new parallel route to be flown.

The tool was opened from the Trajectory Support Tool (TST) which was present
whenever a trajectory was available in edit mode. Three parameters were necessary
to define an offset, Start Point, Distance (parallel to route) and Direction (left or right)
from original track. The aircraft trajectory must be closed and so an end point was
defined however if no end point was inserted the penultimate route point (point before
airport or STAR gate) was inserted automatically by the tool.

The Start and End points were available in the Offset Tool from a list of flight plan
waypoints.  An aircraft following an offset was provided with an HMI Label indication
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and the offset could be cancelled by re-opening the offset tool and selecting the
previous track.

1) The Offset Tool proved particularly successful and was commended by the
controllers. It had particular merit in application of the second MSP strategy (refer 9.6
MSP WORKING METHODOLOGY on Page 18) where
parallel routes were applied to move aircraft away from
areas of high complexity.

2) The tool lacked flexibility in only being able to apply the
offset between known waypoints rather than using the
graphical flight leg. This method would not be applicable in
a ‘Direct Route’ environment and was found to lack
flexibility for start/end points in the ‘current route’
environment. Further development of this tool should
provide this feature.

3) In the present configuration the controllers requested a
means to identify from the displayed waypoints, those
within the sector, so that the controller building the offset
could avoid initiating a co-ordination.  Although this point
would be resolved by allowing the start/end points to be defined anywhere on the
trajectory (by mouse selection), the issue of co-ordination avoidance was again
highlighted.

9.16 DATA ANALYSIS

The data gathered during this IOCP experiment was dictated by :

• The stated aims of the simulation
 
• The capabilities of the simulation platform.

The experiment was conducted using the EEC ‘Rapid Prototyping’ platform which
offered all of the facets normally associated with this kind of environment but a more
restricted data recording capability compared to the eventual PD/3 platform.  Most
notably, there was no data pertaining to R/T communications nor aircraft profile
information.

The results of this experiment were therefore derived from the following sources :

• NASA TLX and ISA subjective workload techniques

• Aircraft trajectory manipulation for each sector

• Video recording of the MSP position

• Controller observation, debriefing and one-to-one interviews

1) Instantaneous  Self Assessment (ISA) :

Figure 6: Offset Tool
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The implementation of the ISA workload methodology was based upon a two minute
input frequency with controllers required to respond within 30 seconds.  One of the
drawbacks of any subjective workload methodology is the different perceptions of
workload between controllers.  In order to reduce this effect the controllers were given
pre-simulation instructions as to the interpretation of each of the 5 buttons rather than
the traditional ‘Very Low’ to ‘Very High’ scale. These definitions were in terms of the
following criteria :

• Perception of the ATC situation
• Interest offered by the simulation exercise
• Notion of the passing of time
• The degree to which they were challenged by the simulation exercise

Whilst offering a useful set of guidelines in the use of  ISA, it was found that this
approach needs to be refined for the MSP due to the following :
• The different working methodology of the MSP

• The MSP was not able to maintain a mental picture of the complete traffic situation

• The degree to which the tasks of the ‘MSP Area’ planning controllers were
simplified (or otherwise) as a result of the MSP actions was not readily visible at the
level of the MSP

Furthermore, the fact that the MSP had insufficient time to resolve all of the conflicts
and that some conflicts were passed to the sector planners caused high subjective
workload responses, particularly in the early stages of the simulation when the
controllers were experimenting with different working methods. Even though the MSP
controllers were not required to solve all conflicts, they continued to assess the traffic
workload based on their usual working methods.

2) NASA Task Load Index (TLX) :

The NASA TLX workload assessment was based upon the classical definition using
six workload dimensions coupled with individual controller ‘weightings’.

The dimensions used were as follows :

• Mental Demand
• Physical Demand
• Temporal (Time) Demand
• Perception of Own Performance
• Effort
• Frustration

The weights were determined once only for each controller at the onset of the
simulation with the controllers being requested to weight each workload dimension
with reference to their perception of normal ATC workload. On completion of each
simulation exercise, the individual controller weightings were combined with the
workload ratings in each of the six dimensions as a weighted average in order to
determine the overall NASA TLX workload on a scale of 0-20.
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The following graph demonstrates the distribution of NASA TLX workload for the MSP
controller for each of the three traffic samples indicated as Low, Medium and High.
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Figure 7 : NASA TLX workload distribution of the MSP

3) Questionnaire  (see ANNEX - 1) :

The questionnaires were completed by all controllers, results on main topics are in
Annex-1.

4) Trajectory modifications :

Throughout the simulation all ‘Registered’ trajectories were recorded by the system as
a set of constraint points. These corresponded to trajectories that were uplinked to
datalink equipped aircraft or prepared for voice communication to non-datalink aircraft.
The aim of this analysis was to understand in more detail the work performed by the
MSP and the degree to which trajectories modified by the MSP were subsequently
modified by the sector planning controllers within the MSP area, thereby gaining an
assessment of the ‘stability’ of the MSP work.

The following figure demonstrates the number of modifications of trajectory effected
by the MSP and the number effected by the (combined) PC/TC controllers comprising
the MSP area.
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Number of trajectory modifications at each position
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Figure 8 : Number of trajectory modifications at each position

The debrief sessions with the controllers suggested that the level of interaction by the
MSP was dictated largely by control technique rather than any particular
characteristics of the traffic sample.

Were the MSP to systematically attempt to address all conflicts presented in the LAD
then some interaction between the number of control interventions and traffic sample
conflict count could be expected and tested for. In reality, the majority of controllers
found it appropriate for the MSP to interact directly with complexity zones presented
on the PVD and the TLS and to modify trajectories with the aim of reducing the
complexity.  Such techniques included the use of the offset tool, placing aircraft on
parallel tracks according to exit point.  In many cases the MSP controller did not ‘test’
the modified trajectory for future predicted separation losses, preferring to present the
PC/TC with a less complex but not necessarily conflict free traffic pattern.

The following figure demonstrates the relationship between the number of trajectory
modifications effected by the MSP and the number effected subsequently on those
aircraft only  at the level of the MSP area PC/TC controllers. It should be stressed that
this represents only a ‘first-look’ at the effect of the MSP and has been conducted
solely on the basis of registering of trajectories. Within PD/3 the effect of MSP actions
will be further studied using detailed aircraft profile recordings in order to determine
the effect of the MSP on traffic complexity and to better account for the time offset
between the MSP (typically +30) and the sector planners (typically +10).
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Correlation: r = .74
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Figure 9 : Subsequent modified trajectories after MSP work

During the debrief sessions the PC/TC controllers stated that they considered the
work of the MSP to be beneficial.

It will be required to further investigate the ‘stability’ of the MSP work given the
differing strategies that could be adopted.  It would appear that controllers considered
the strategy of de-complexification of traffic based upon the TLS data, providing
simplified traffic flows for the Planning controllers although this still required resolution
of conflicts.
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10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1) It is considered that the proposed Multi Sector Planning concept will yield benefits
(although not measured in IOCP Step 1B), with indications that the MSP work could
be effective.   In the multi-layered and time staggered planning environment, which is
a feature of the PD/3 environment, a risk was previously identified that planning
actions might not always be convergent. In this experiment planning convergence was
observed and stability noted.

2) An acceptable MSP working method is not yet defined nor supported in a direct
manner by the GHMI. Linked to this, is a requirement for better task definition and
allocation between MSP and PCs of the MSP Area.

Recommendation :  The MSP working method should be refined, based on the prime
task objective of complexity resolution and this method supported directly by the
GHMI in the standard PVD display.  Secondary task objectives, such as Sector
balancing and Optimisation should be provided by a  selectable GHMI as an optional
enhancement or alternative to the standard display.

4) MSP screen congestion was identified as a major problem. This congestion was
related to the number of aircraft labels and to the amount of information presented for
each aircraft.

Recommendation :  The MSP GHMI should be refined to provide an effective
reduction in numbers of standard displayed labels (i.e. filtering and layering) and a
reduction of information normally displayed in each label. The suppressed information
should be available if requested. This refinement should strongly support the MSP
prime task of complexity resolution.

5) In a multi-layered planning environment effective and efficient co-ordination is
necessary. Some co-ordination requirements were identified as redundant. Other
elements of co-ordination such as MSP-MSP co-ordination were not evaluated.

Recommendation :  That all areas of co-ordination be reviewed with an aim to
reducing the co-ordination requirements. In particular, PC-1 to MSP co-ordination was
deemed unnecessary. Other potential areas where co-ordination may be reduced or
suppressed included PC-PC downstream co-ordination and MSP-MSP co-ordination.

6) The IOCP experiment highlighted shortcomings in the use of the current route
structure for evaluation of the system and the advanced tools.  The problems relate to
the expected location and nature of complexity,  the effect of optimisation rather than
de-optimisation on aircraft trajectories, and the impact of these effects on working
methods.

Recommendation :  That consideration be given to researching and implementing a
route structure as consistent as possible with that envisaged for the target period, in
order to effectively test the principles of Multi Sector Planning involved.

7) The display of aircraft predicted to be airborne at the PVD time setting was considered
acceptable, particularly for the Planning Controllers and the GHMI indication of these
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aircraft was also acceptable. No incremental improvement of ETD in the final ground
phases of each flight was evaluated.

Recommendation :  As the accuracy of an expected departure time can be improved
significantly when aircraft complete certain ground stages (e.g. pushback, taxi, line up)
the information to the controllers should be updated, resulting in step-by-step
improved planning confidence and less trajectory disturbance on actual departure.

8) The Tactical Load Smoother (TLS) and the Lookahead Display (LAD) remain as
separate entities on the PVD, (despite the fact that some features such as time lines
and conflict indications are duplicated for both tools). All the evaluated working
methods required movement from one tool to the other, a task that would have been
easier if they had been better integrated.

Recommendation :  That better integration of the TLS and LAD be investigated with a
view to improving the presentation to the controllers, including a possible full
integration into a single tool.

9) The handling of Non-datalink aircraft in the IOCP experiment was partially successful,
although the concept was not fully evaluated without the inclusion of tactical
controllers, R/T links and pilots. The conversion of a limited instruction set into a
simple textual message was accepted, however, the instruction set was considered
too restrictive.

Recommendation :  That improved means of incorporating non-datalink aircraft in the
concept be pursued while supporting effective working methods and not increasing
controller workload .

10) The effectiveness of the training of the controllers for the IOCP Step 1B highlighted
some important areas of note for future experiments in this advanced concept. These
included the drawbacks of group instruction and the benefit of pre-experiment
controller preparation .

Recommendation:   That controller education continues to be given a high priority in
the preparation of PD/3 experiments. Distance learning should be considered for
controllers prior to arrival at the Experimental Centre and as far as practical a one-to-
one instructional technique for HMI training should be implemented.  An effective
means of evaluating controller achievement with the provision of possible remedial
training, will also be beneficial.

11) The display of the TLS information was improved from IOCP Step 1A, however,
further possible enhancements were noted. These included:

a) the suppression of single aircraft complexity in the PVD colour complexity map
(blue square)

b) the selectable use only, of the Sector Traffic Window (based on need to analyse
traffic density)

c) the display of curved complexity areas (not squares)

d) the need for immediate feedback on MSP actions, concerning the complexity
situation
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e) the selective highlighting of complex aircraft, to help analysis of complex
situations

Recommendation :  That the TLS display is improved to incorporate the features
described above, enhancing presentation of complexity information to the Multi Sector
Planner.

12) The provision of the new Offset tool was very successful, however, the tool still lacks
flexibility, particularly in Start and End point selection.

Recommendation :  That the development of the Offset window continues with a view
to adding flexibility.  This should involve a graphical rather than tabular selection of
offset start and end points.

13) The following other GHMI findings were noted:

a) Standard label colours for all positions, were acceptable

b) The standard label format for the MSP was not suitable.

c) The display of the GET (Ground Extrapolated Trajectory) was acceptable.

d) The co-ordination alert box did not attract enough attention (particularly for  the
MSP).

e) The change of PVD background colour to indicate present/future time was
acceptable.

f) The MSP LAD Conflict Detection Ruler display was unsuitable.

g) Transfer of Planning Authority function through the callsign menu was
acceptable.

h) The requirement for a flexible label/track filter tool was noted to enable
customisation of the display in a manner fitting the different controller tasks.

i) The change from Pink to White label for Assumed Aircraft was beneficial for PC
(and TC) to indicate change of responsibility.

j) The trajectory colours were acceptable, except the black trajectory obscured the
black aircraft speed vector.

k) A (non-standard) non-datalink aircraft indication was implemented (blue label
strut), however, the requirement for this to be a strong easily recognisable
indication was noted.

l) The Not-yet-Airborne aircraft indication (flight levels mustard) was found
acceptable.

Recommendation : The GHMI items noted should continue to be refined or
developed.
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Controller Post-Evaluation Questionnaire

The following questionnaire was supplied to the controllers. It was designed around main
evaluation items concerning the concept and system, for which controller feed back was sought .
The questionnaire format was based on recommendations from the PD/3 Validation Group and
had approximately 25% questions negatively phrased to counteract recurrent answering.

Controllers had to complete the questionnaire by indicating the level of agreement they had
according to each question.  Additionally written comments were encouraged for some question
areas.  The controllers were required to answer by selection of one of the six choices (below).
The average of the supplied answers indicates the group response on a sliding scale, where ‘1’
means all respondents strongly agreed with the statement and ‘6’ means that all respondents
strongly disagreed.  Any questions not answered by any controller were excluded from the sliding
average calculation.

strongly
agree

agree slightly
agree

slightly
disagree

disagree strongly
disagree

  Questionnaire Results :

No. Question Average

Training

1 There was not sufficient training on the task allocation between MSP, PC
and TC.

3.7

2 The training was generally effective in preparing me for the experiment. 2.7

Labels

3 The main colour coding of labels (Grey, Pink, White, Mustard) was
suitable and understandable.

3

4 As a PC, the difference between Pink and White aircraft labels (Plannable
and Assumed) was helpful.

2.8

5 The Label Field colours (i.e. exit point, next sector or flight level) was
useful in describing different aircraft states.

3.5

6 There was too much information displayed in the labels for the MSP. 3

7 Non Datalink aircraft were always easy to identify. 3.5

8 Aircraft which were not airborne, were easy to identify on the LAD. 2.8

Trajectory Display and Editing
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No. Question Average

9 It was useful to identify the MSP and PC trajectories (GETs Ground
extrapolated trajectories) in different colours.

2.2

10 The (new) Offset feature in the TST (Trajectory Support Tool) was useful. 2

11 The (new) Offset feature in the TST (Trajectory Support Tool) was not
easy to apply.

3.8

LAD - Control

12 The time jump settings of the LAD buttons (15 sec. and 1 min.) were
suitable.

3

Operational Aspects - PC / TC Assistance

13 The PC was able to provide suitable assistance to the TC. 3.5

14 The TC was able to handle the remaining traffic problems. 2.4

Non Datalink Aircraft

15 The reduced instruction set for Non Datalink aircraft (DCT, LVL and
Offset) (MSP and PC) was too restrictive.

3.2

16 Generally, the Non Datalink aircraft instructions were acceptable for R/T
transmission by the TC.

3.2

17 The TC was able to handle the Non Datalink aircraft problems (not solved
by the MSP and PC).

1.8

18 In a situation involving a Datalink aircraft and a Non Datalink aircraft,  I
tended to modify the Datalink aircraft rather than leave the problem for the
TC.

3.5

Departing Aircraft

19 The change in predicted position for Departing Aircraft, when they actually
became airborne was unsettling for my work (MSP or PC).

4

20 Departing Aircraft (not yet airborne) were relevant to my tasks as a PC. 3.3

21 Departing Aircraft (not yet airborne) were relevant to my tasks as an MSP. 4.5

Sector Balancing

22 Identification of workload imbalance between sectors, was well supported
by the system.

2.7

23 Determination of the reason for workload imbalance between sectors, was
not well supported by the system..

3.2

24 Resolution of workload imbalance between sectors, was well supported
by the system

3.2

Sector Load Window

25 The information displayed in the Sector Load Window was helpful in 2.3
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No. Question Average

detecting very complex time periods.

26 The information displayed in the Sector Load Window was not well
presented and easy to read.

4.5

27 The traffic information displayed in the Sector Load Window regarding
Overflying, Climbing and Descending traffic was useful.

3.8

PVD Colour Complexity Map

28 I found the PVD Colour Complexity Map unhelpful in identifying the
geographical location of complexity.

4.3

Planning

29 As a ‘giving sector’ PC, I found the next PC taking early Planning
Authority unacceptable

4

30 The preceding sectors sometimes modified a trajectory making my
planning ineffective.

3

Working Methodology - Position Task Allocation

31 The distinction between PC and TC tasks was not always clear. 3.7

32 The distinction between MSP and PC tasks was not always clear. 4.3

33 Overall, it was difficult to handle the traffic with the task allocation
between MSP, PC and TC .

3.7

Position Co-operation

34 The co-operation between MSP and PC and TC within an MSP area was
suitable.

3

35 The co-operation of PC and PC within the MSP Area was suitable. 2.5

36 The co-operation of a PC within the MSP Area and an external sector PC
was suitable.

2.7

Working Method

37 I usually remained at the Default Time Position (Orange Button with Blue
Square) and waited for entering complexity/workload peaks to arrive.

3.7

38 I usually applied a method of LAD movement from complexity resolution
to next complexity peak.

2.5

39 I had difficulty applying the MSP working methodology (as described). 3.7

40 I developed my own MSP working methodology which differed from that
described.

4.2

Table 3 - Questionnaire results
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Result Analysis

Training

Training period covered two days of the experimental period with Days 3 and 4 devoted to
practice exercises. Training and practice were considered sufficient by the controllers even if
further training and practice would have been useful.

Labels

Label colour coding was easy to understand. Generally, information displayed by label field
colours was difficult to understand.  GHMI for non datalink aircraft was not appropriate (but
was non-standard). On the other hand, identification of not airborne aircraft was considered
acceptable.

Trajectory Display and Editing

The trajectory display (MSP, PC) was well perceived by the controllers. The TST was
appreciated, in particular the new Offset facility.

LAD - Control

The time jump settings of the LAD buttons which were modified from previous experiments
were considered acceptable.

Operational Aspects - PC / TC Assistance

The controllers considered that the TC would be able to handle remaining traffic after MSP and
PC work. The role of PC and TC should be further explored.

Non Datalink Aircraft

The facility implemented to handle non datalink aircraft was considered sufficient even if the
instruction set was restrictive. This should be revised and improved. The controllers had a
tendency to first modify datalink aircraft rather than non-datalink aircraft (when the equipment
category was considered).

Departing Aircraft

Departing aircraft were relevant for the PC but less relevant for the MSP. The fact that the
position of the aircraft on the trajectory jumped on departure, was not upsetting for the
controllers.

Sector Balancing

Identification of workload imbalance between sectors was well apparent, but determination of
the reason was not sufficiently indicated.

Sector Load Window

Sector Load Window function and display was useful. Some improvements can be considered
in the way the information is displayed.
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PVD Colour Complexity Map

The PVD Colour Complexity Map was considered useful and assisted MSP controllers in
working.

Planning

The overlap of Planning Authority was sometimes considered undesirable, mainly because of
the co-ordination implications.

Working Methodology - Position Task Allocation

The task allocation between MSP and PC and between PC and TC remains an important issue
to be refined. This topic warrants further analysis and is connected with the MSP GHMI
requirements.

Position Co-operation

The co-operation between positions PC/PC, MSP/PCs, MSP/PC/TC was considered suitable.

Working Method

The default time position was not necessarily maintained by the controllers. They generally
applied the described MSP working methodology, resolving complexity from peak to peak. Two
controllers evolved a slightly different methodology from that described.
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ANNEX - 2 - TRAFFIC SAMPLES DESCRIPTION
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Figure 10: SES5_MD Traffic Distribution

This graphic shows the traffic distribution over the exercise using Traffic sample
SES5_MD.
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Traffic Sample SES5_MD

This traffic sample was used in the training and practice phase of the experiment to
provide an introduction to the HMI and tools. The traffic was of medium density with a
maximum of six simultaneous conflicts in Sector UNXN of the MSP Area.  Sector
AOARXF, which acted as a feed sector to the MSP Area had only light traffic and low
conflict density.
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Figure 12: SES6_MD Traffic Distribution

This graphic shows the traffic distribution over the exercise using Traffic sample
SES6_MD.
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Traffic Sample SES6_MD

This traffic sample was the first sample used during the IOCP measured exercises
and provided a moderate to high  density of traffic and conflicts for the main sectors.
The sample provided a conflict peak in Sector URUY of nine simultaneous conflicts.
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Figure 14: SES7_SD Traffic Distribution

This graphic shows the traffic distribution over the exercise using Traffic sample
SES7_SD.
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Traffic Sample SES7_SD

This traffic sample was the final sample used during the IOCP experiment and
provided a high density of traffic and conflicts for the main measured sectors.  Sector
AOARXF retained a low density of traffic and conflicts, however, Sectors URUY and
UNXN were both active with six to eight simultaneous conflicts over an extended
period.
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ANNEX - 3 - EEC PD/3 AIRSPACE AND ROUTE STRUCTURE
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Figure 16: PD/3 EEC IOCP Airspace Chart
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ANNEX - 4 -  WORKING METHOD EXAMPLES
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PD/3 IOCP STEP1B
PC Working Methodology (V1.2)

1. Move the Lookahead to the beginning of the next conflict displayed
in the PVD Display, or wait for the conflicts to come to the Lookahead
Default time position.

2. Scan PVD Window and Assess:

Conflict groups in Lookahead Control Panel time bar.

Number and position of aircraft.
Number and type of conflicts.
Datalink equipment of aircraft involved.
Departure Status of aircraft involved.

3. Evolution of conflicts by moving forward/backward in time.

Resolve identified conflict problems by editing aircraft trajectories in the
PVD window, or post them to the TC (i.e. Departing or Non-Datalink
aircraft).

4. If no conflicts exist in the planning period, assist the TC.
Assess MSP trajectories of Non Datalink aircraft (Black xPT) for
eventual replanning.
Optimise suitable aircraft.

Return to Point  1.
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PD/3 IOCP STEP1B
MSP Working Methodology (V2.2)

1. Scan Sector Load Windows:

Identify periods of peak complexity/workload.
Sector traffic imbalance.
Identify time period of problems.
If no problem peaks exist optimise suitable aircraft.

2. Move the Lookahead to the beginning of the next peak displayed in
the Sector Load Window as Conflicts or Complexity, or wait for the
next peak to come to the Lookahead Default time position.

3. Scan PVD Window and Assess:

Complexity shown by TLS Colour Map.
Conflict groups in Lookahead Control Panel time bar.

Number and position of aircraft.
Number and type of conflicts.
Datalink equipment of aircraft involved.
Departure Status of aircraft involved.

4. Evolution of complexity by moving forward/backward in time.

Resolve identified Complexity/Imbalance problems by editing aircraft
trajectories in the PVD window.

Return to Point  1.
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ANNEX - 5 - PLANNING AUTHORITY : OVERLAPS AND CO-ORDINATION
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ANNEX - 6 -  PVD SCREEN CAPTURES
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Figure 17: Screen Capture, Sector URUY using traffic sample SES6_MD on 12/03/97

This screen capture shows the PC/TC (URUY) position display. The Look Ahead
Display was set eleven minutes ahead from real-time. Pink labels represented
“plannable” aircraft.  Aircraft in conflict (warning) were identified by the yellow callsign.
In the Communication Window (right upper side of the screen), bold instructions
meant that they could be transmitted to the aircraft (non datalink aircraft), non bold
instructions were displayed in advance to warn the controller of the set of instructions
he/she would need to transmit.
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Figure 18: Screen Capture, Sector UNXN using traffic sample SES6_MD on 12/03/97

This screen capture shows the PC/TC (UNXN) position display. The Look Ahead
Display was set eleven minutes ahead from real-time. Pink labels represented
“plannable” aircraft.  Aircraft in conflict (warning) were identified by the yellow callsign.
A white callsign in a pink label meant that aircraft should be assumed (AOC).
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Figure 19: Screen Capture, MSP Position using traffic sample SES7_SD on 14/03/97

This screen shows the MSP (URUYUNXN) position display.  The Look Ahead Display
was set twenty-two minutes ahead from real-time. Pink labels represented “plannable”
aircraft, flight levels in mustard meant that the aircraft was not yet airborne.  Mustard
labels represented “no longer plannable” aircraft which were under planning by the
PC.  The controller edited a trajectory and opened the Offset Tool window (shown
middle of the screen).  On the right side of the screen, Sector Load Windows were
displayed for the two sectors URUY and UNXN.  In the Sector Load Window, red,
green and white graph lines represented respectively number of climbing, descending
and overflying aircraft; the blue background shows a sector total for all aircraft.  Sector
Load Windows were displayed for both sectors. Coloured zones on the PVD show the
complexity areas.  In the Sector Complexity Window, the red line represents the
number of conflicts and  the yellow background represents the sector complexity (In
this display, the complexity was reduced in the first 25 minutes showing the effective
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work of the MSP). The upper window on the left side of the screen warned the
controller that he/she had modified a Non datalink trajectory with complex orders. The
lower window was the filter selection window.


